Boosting electric vehicles
with artificial intelligence
and leadership, a powerful
combination
for
Exro
Technologies
Two of the biggest trends this decade are electric vehicles
(EVs) and artificial intelligence (AI). Together they make a
powerful combination. Just take a look at the chart below for
Exro Technologies Inc. (CSE: XRO | OTCQB: EXROF) (“Exro”).
Exro’s stock price is up over 400% in the past year, which
coincides with the time that CEO Sue Ozdemir has been with the
company.
Exro Technologies (CSE: XRO) stock price is up 413% over the
past 1 year

Source
Exro Technologies is a software design technology and smart
energy company that creates a software module called a “Coil
Driver” that uses AI to make electric motors function better.
In an electric car, the Coil Driver acts like gears do on a
conventional car, boosting an EV motor’s range and performance
by using two separate torque profiles for a motor. The first
is calibrated for low speed and high torque, while the second

provides expanded operation at high speed.
Reflecting on the past year and why Exro has done so well
Over the past year Exro has made very significant steps in
commercializing their technology, securing several significant
partnerships along the way. Here is a brief summary of Exro’s
partners/agreements:
SEA Electric Pty Ltd. – In July 2020, Exro announced a
partnership to enhance electric powertrain technology
for heavy-duty trucks and delivery vehicles.
Zero Motorcycles (“Zero”) – In June 2020, Exro announced
a collaboration agreement with Zero to evaluate Exro’s
patented Coil Drive technology using Zero’s SR/S
powertrain platform. Zero is a big name in electric
motorbikes.
Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. – On April 28, 2020, Exro
announced it has signed a collaboration and supply
agreement with Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. (TSX-V:
CSX) to integrate Exro’s technology into Clean Seed’s
high-tech agricultural seeder and planter platforms,
advancing the electrification of the world’s heavy-farm
equipment.
Motorino Electric – In December 2019, Exro partnered
with Motorino Electric. Exro’s engineered technology
provided a torque and acceleration increase of 25% for
the Motorino e-bike.
Templar Marine – Exro has a pilot project running with
Templar Marine’s water taxis. The marine sector is a
multi-billion dollar industry that can stand to benefit
enormously from Exro’s technology as they increasingly
switch across to electric motors for a cleaner
environment.
Aurora Powertrains – Exro has partnered with Aurora to
improve the Aurora’s all-electric snowmobile.
Potencia Industrial – Exro has contracts with Potencia
Industrial, which is one of Mexico’s leading motor

manufacturers. Potencia designs and manufactures special
application, high efficiency, electrical motors and
generators. One of their projects involves converting
internal combustion engines in Mexico City’s taxis to
electric motors, as part of a city-wide initiative to
green the city’s 250,000 taxi fleet. Exro works to
integrate its hardware and software technology into
Potencia’s motor drives. The Exro customized driver will
be used as the inverter for Potencia’s Pronto Power
Flexible Powertrain.
“It’s hard to believe that is has been a year since I joined
Exro,” said Exro CEO Sue Ozdemir. “The past 12 months has been
so rewarding as we innovate and transform our business. We are
positioning ourselves to become leaders as we use the power of
our technology to transform the way the world looks at energy
consumption. I believe we now have the ideal platform to be
successful.” As for future plans, Ozdemir said: “Our team is
continuing to focus our attention on co-development with our
partnerships. We have a strong pipeline and are optimistic in
our ability to meet our commitment to eight deals by the end
of 2020. Further, we are gaining global presence as our
partners deliver applications in North America, Australia, and
Europe.”
As most experienced investors know it is one thing to have a
good idea or product, but it is another thing to successfully
market, commercialize, and make profits. Exro is already doing
the first two, and revenue is forecast to soon follow in 2021,
growing in 2022.
Exro Technologies financials and forecast financials

Source
Catalysts
In a September corporate update Exro set out the following
near term events for the company:
“November 2020 – Delivery to Potencia (electric car
application). This is an especially pivotal project for Exro
as it will become the platform design, reducing design time
for future partnerships. It also serves as our first in-car
application, demonstrating our ability to transform the
automotive power electronics industry.
December 2020 – the IBMS (Intelligent Battery Management
System) proof of concept. With the research phase now behind
us, this technology development will allow us to provide test
bench data to support our simulations and confirm that we are
able to provide a solution for first life batteries to be
used in second life applications, such as stationary storage
for example.

Q4 2020 – We expect the 8 t h deal will be yet another
representation of the versatility and scope of our
innovation. We put a lot of effort into how each partnership
contributes towards our future growth plan. Finding partners
that deliver a new segment, new geography or new application
is part of securing our footprint in many market segments.
This will position us for a robust and sustainable future.
Early 2021 (Q1) – Delivery to Zero Motorcycle (“Zero”)
(electric motorcycle application).”
Closing remarks
There is no doubt that Exro Technologies has had a busy year.
Their technology is clearly being very well received by the
market and the steps to commercialize the technology are now
being put in place. When we consider the massive size of the
electric motor market, in particular the new and surging
demand for EVs, it is not surprising when Exro CEO Sue Ozdemir
says “we have a lot of room for growth”. I think that is a
huge understatement.
For their investors it has been a great year. Given that Exro
trades on a market cap of just C$114m, if they succeed in the
next step of rapidly raising revenues, this could be just the
beginning.
I will be very interested to see how Exro
Technologies goes over the year ahead.
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sales, has investors eyeing
Exro Technologies
With the electric vehicle (EV) boom picking up pace recently
investors are looking at EV related stocks that can benefit
from the forecast surge in electric vehicle sales. Below I
discuss a unique EV technology company that may well be at the
center of the boom.
BloombergNEF 2020 forecast for annual electric vehicle sales
give investors an idea of the tsunami that is on the way. BNEF
forecasts annual electric car sales to rise from 2.2 million
in 2019 (2.5% market share) to ~9 million by 2025 (10% share),
24 million by 2030 (28% share), and to a massive 54 million by
2040 (58% share). Added to this will be hundreds of millions
of combined sales when including e-bikes, e-buses, e-semis, eboats, e-trains, and some e-planes. The opportunity is
enormous as shown in the chart below.
Global electric-car revolution set to take off – BNEF forecast

Source
Exro Technologies Inc. (CSE: XRO | OTCQB: EXROF) is a software
design technology and smart energy company that creates an
electric program module that uses Artificial Intelligence to
make electric motors function better. The module integrates
into the power electronics adjusting the output of the
electric motor when needed, just like gears in a conventional
car.
Exro’s patented technology allows for multiple power settings
in a single motor. This helps maximize the motors performance
in terms of output and efficiency, thereby boosting a motors
output and thereby performance and range. The technology
enables 2 separate torque profiles within a single motor,
hence the comparison with ‘gears’ on a conventional car. All
this is done using a software module.
Exro’s coil driver technology – ‘Software with hardware
solutions’

Following a string of new partnerships across a range of
different types of EVs over the past 2 years, Exro has
recently succeeded again with a partnership to enhance
electric powertrain technology for heavy-duty trucks and
delivery vehicles. The partnership is with Australia’s SEA
Electric Pty Ltd. SEA Electric is recognized as a global
leader in the electrification of commercial vehicles.
The news release states: “SEA Electric products are now
deployed in 5 countries, with collectively more than 1.6
million kms (1 million miles) of independently OEM tested and
in-service operation, making it widely recognised as the
market leader in the electrification of commercial vehicles.”
Prior to this latest success, Exro has also achieved the
following partnerships:
Electric motorcycles and bikes – In June 2020 Exro
announced a collaboration agreement (the “Agreement”)
with Zero Motorcycles (“Zero”) to evaluate Exro’s
patented coil drive technology using Zero’s SR/S
powertrain platform. Zero are a big name in electric

motorbikes. Last year in December, Exro partnered with
Motorino Electric. Exro’s engineered technology provided
a torque and acceleration increase of 25% for the
Motorino e-bike.
Electric boats – Exro has a pilot project running with
Templar Marine’s water taxis. The marine sector is a
multi-billion dollar industry that can stand to benefit
enormously from Exro’s technology as they increasingly
switch across to electric motors for a cleaner
environment.
Electric snow mobiles – Exro has partnered with Aurora
Powertrains to improve the Aurora’s e-sled all-electric
snowmobile.
Electric motors/generators – Exro has contracts with
Potencia Industrial who design and manufacture special
application, high efficiency, electrical motors and
generators. One of their projects involves converting
internal combustion engines in Mexico City’s taxis to
electric motors, as part of a city initiative to green
the city’s 250,000 taxi fleet. Exro jointly works to
integrate its hardware and software technology into
Potencia’s motor drives.
Electric farm equipment – On April 28, 2020, Exro
announced it has signed a collaboration and supply
agreement with Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. (TSXV: CSX)
to integrate Exro’s technology into Clean Seed’s hightech agricultural seeder and planter platforms,
advancing the electrification of the world’s heavy-farm
equipment.
Exro Technologies growing list of partners

Source: Exro Technologies Company presentation
Exro states: “Exro is set to close on 8 strategic partnerships
and licencing agreements in 2020 that will position it for
high volume manufacturing in the future. Currently, Exro has
capacity for a low volume of manufacturing projects…..The
Company’s commercialization and licensing strategy is centered
around its Partner Development Phase, which incorporates
partnerships with leading innovative motor companies in the
industry.”
Exro recently raised C$8 million of new capital at C$0.70 per
share (plus a warrant exercisable at C$0.90). The capital will
be used for further research and development of the Company’s
coil switching technology for commercialization in the
mobility segment including micro, light and commercial
electric vehicle programs; marketing; capital investments and
general working capital requirements.
Closing remarks
Exro Technologies has a tremendous opportunity ahead boosted
by the impending EV boom led by Tesla. BNEF forecasts annual
passenger electric sales to increase to 24 million by 2030,

which would be a ~11 fold increase on 2019 sales. What’s even
better for Exro is that they focus on improving the electric
motor output and performance, so their technology is
applicable across the entire range of EVs that will be coming.
Exro already has numerous agreements and contracts in place in
electric motorcycles & bikes, electric boats, electric snow
mobiles, electric motors/generators (being used for electric
cars including e-taxis), electric farm equipment, and now
electric heavy-duty trucks and delivery vehicles. As these
partnerships mature, investors can reasonably expect Exro’s
revenues to rapidly increase. Their soon to open Calgary
Innovation Centre should also boost future partnerships and
sales.
Exro is now fully funded following an C$8 million raise, so
things can really speed up from here towards mass
commercialization and revenues across all of the above
sectors. Exro is still trading cheaply given their massive
potential with a market cap of just C$74 million. Stay tuned
to Exro Technologies Inc.

Exro stock has powered 177%
higher YTD, as investors see
the potential
I last wrote on Exro Technologies Inc. (CSE: XRO | OTCQB:
EXROF) here on InvestorIntel only 6 weeks ago, and I hope
readers got onboard the stock. That is because the stock has
since risen from C$0.465 to C$0.93 for an impressive 100%
gain, in just 6 weeks. But wait, there’s more! Exro
Technologies stock price in 2020 has risen from C$0.335 to

C$0.93 for a staggering YTD gain of 177%, all while COVID-19
disruptions have caused many small stocks to fall. Investors
who read the November 2019 Exro article and bought Exro
Technologies at C$0.275 would be sitting on an incredible 238%
gain.
Exro Technologies stock price is up a staggering 177% so far
in 2020

The closing remarks of my May 1, 2020 InvestorIntel article
stated:
“Exro Technologies is a small company going places. Their
technology fills an enormous niche demand, especially in the
growing world of better electric motors, notably for EVs. The
momentum of contracts in multiple sectors related to electric
motors and the new innovation center opening soon will surely
boost awareness and further contracts. With a market cap of
just C$35 million, investors should not wait too long.”
Indeed I am guilty of not focusing to buy Exro Technologies. I
believed in the story but never made time to buy the stock.
But the good news is that the EV boom is only just beginning
and any price pullbacks should be a great opportunity to buy

into this exciting innovative company.
Exro Technologies Inc. is a software design company that
creates an electric program module, effectively a computer
chip, which communicates directly with an electric motor and
powertrain. The module uses a machine learning algorithm that
integrates into the power electronics and essentially acts as
the ‘brains’ of the system, adjusting the output of the
electric motor when needed. Or in layman’s terms the module
acts as the gears for the EV. This is needed to optimize the
performance of an electric motor’s output, similar to how
gears work in a conventional vehicle.
Exro has been rapidly gaining industry acceptance. This will
only increase with their soon to open Calgary Innovation
Centre, where Exro can demonstrate their technology directly
to potential customers.
Exro Technologies is leading an ‘intelligent revolution’, here
are some contracts won by Exro Technologies:
Electric boats – Exro has a pilot project running with
Templar Marine’s water taxis. The marine sector is a
multi-billion dollar industry that can stand to benefit
enormously from Exro’s technology as they increasing
switch across
environment.
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Electric bikes – Exro has partnered with Motorino
Electric. Exro’s engineered technology provided a torque
and acceleration increase of 25% for the Motorino ebike. Motorino is now performing extensive field tests
on the Exro-enhanced e-bike to confirm Exro’s
preliminary results. Josh Sobil, Chief Commercial
Officer of Exro, stated: “Our goal is to revolutionize
the performance of electric motors around the world with
Exro: To make them operate faster, stronger and last
longer.”
Snow mobiles – Exro has partnered with Aurora

Powertrains to improve the Aurora’s e-sled all-electric
snowmobile.
Electric motors/generators – Exro has contracts with
Potencia Industrial who design and manufacture special
application, high efficiency, electrical motors and
generators. One of their projects involves converting
internal combustion engines in Mexico City’s taxis to
electric motors, as part of a city initiative to green
the city’s 250,000 taxi fleet. Exro jointly works to
integrate its hardware and software technology into
Potencia’s motor drives.
Electric farm equipment – On April 28, 2020, Exro
announced it has signed a collaboration and supply
agreement with Clean Seed Capital Group Ltd. (TSX-V:
CSX) to integrate Exro’s technology into Clean Seed’s
high-tech agricultural seeder and planter platforms,
advancing the electrification of the world’s heavy-farm
equipment.
In a recent exclusive InvestorIntel interview with Exro
Technologies CEO Sue Ozdemir stated:
“I think what we bring to the table that is really different
from anybody else is that we are looking at how we control
efficiency through the power electronics, but working with the
motor. We are looking at that complete system optimization. By
doing that we have got this huge market that is interested in
what we are doing. It doesn’t matter if you are into green
technology or motors or power electronics. We are kind of
covering all three of it.”
As Exro grows the Company has been bringing on new expertise
including ex Siemens engineer Josh Sobil in the role of Chief
Commercial Officer.
Near term catalysts for Exro will be the Potencia final
testing and delivery to customers, including the first ‘proof
of concept’ of Exro Technology in an electric vehicle. Beyond

that Exro hopes to win further contracts from a number of
clients that they are currently in discussions with.
Closing remarks
Once again investors should take note of this highly
innovative company that is making tremendous progress in the
world of optimizing the performance of electric motors. Just
as regular cars need a gear box, EVs need a ‘software
gearbox’. This is in essence what Exro Technologies provides.
After a staggering 177% run up in the stock price investors
could see if the stock cools off a bit. But with a growing
suite of contracts, a new innovation center about to open, and
a market cap of just C$77 million in the multi-billion dollar
growth sector of EVs; once again I would not be waiting too
long to buy.
Of course this is not advice, but rather an information
service, so investors should do their own research and due
diligence. It will be most interesting to see where Exro
Technologies goes from here in 2020.

